3anuary 7, 2010
Linda Collart
Regional Minerals Manager
New York State DEC
Division of Mineral Resources, Region 8
6274 East Avon-Lima Road
Avon, NY 14414
RE: Weli 58 Conversion from Stratagraphic well to Brine Production well API # 31-09721467-00-0l
Dear Ms. Collart,
Enclosed is the application to convert we1158 from a stratagraphic well to a brine
production well.
Well 58 was plugged by US Salt on October 14, 2003 due to advice from consultant
Larry Sevenker. During the last logging of well 58 prior to plugging, the indication was
that the roof of the cavern had collapsed and filled the whole cavern with rubble. Mr.
Sevenker further reported that a small magnitude earthquake could have damaged the
cavity. This was reported to the Department in a letter dated May 24, 2001 to Kathleen
Sanford from Alan Perry, Plant manager of US Salt.
After further review by Inergy Midstream LLC,Inergy concluded that well S8 could not
have been filled with rubble completely. This conclusion was based on conversations
with Larry Sevenker consulting engineer for US Salt and Jeff Childress fiom Micro
systems Sonar survey company which was the contractor conducting the sonar on well
58. Larry Sevenker told me that they pulled the 4 %2" tubing up to sonar in open hole, but
were unable to get out the bottom. The 4 I/2" tubing was set at 2632' inside of 7" tubing
set at 2,613'. They tried to sonar through the 4 '/z" and 7" tubing on the way out, with
results showing no open hole. This was the basis of their conclusion to plug the well.
Larry Sevenker looked into seismic activity at the time prior to the logging and
determined there was a small magnitude earthquake which could have caused the
collapse. I spoke with Jeff Childress about his sonar tool and found out that he could not
shoot accurately through one string of pipe and definitely not through two strings. Inergy
concluded that this was the evidence proving it was not possible for the cavern to be full
of rubble and the sonar was not accurate in finding the cavern due to the two strings of
tubing. Prior to plugging we1158 US Salt pulled out the 4 '/2" and 7" tubing from the well.
The 9 5/8" casing was plugged to surface.
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A drilling application was issued by the department on October 6, 2009 to drill out the
cement in the plugged casing. On October 14, 2009 plug was drilled out and encountered
632.4 psig at surface on casing. Pressure was taken with a calibrated gauge from US Salt
by Dave Crea Plant Engineer. The pressure encountered is above the long term brine test
pressure approved by the department. Pressure was bleed to zero by flowing brine to US
Salt Brine Pond. Sonar was completed open hole by Sonarwire Inc on October 20, 2009.
Copies of the Sonar were submitted to the department along with a cement bond log,
directional survey and Microvertilog. Inergy has completed the well with a 5 '/z" hanging
tubing string to 2,420 ft with a 3000# well head. The cemented 9 5/8" casing is 33 ft
deeper than the cavern roof. Results froze the sonar show that the cap rock is intact with
the top of salt at the cavern roof. Cavern capacity from the sonar shows
Inergy feels that the information we
have discovered since drilling out the well shows a very nice shaped cavern and it is
adequate for solution mining. Based on the fact of the results of our sonar study and the
established mechanical integrity of the cavern Inergy will be turning awYiership over to
our US Salt company to do the solution mining to increase the capacity fox possible LPG
Storage. Prior to converting to LPG storage a well conversion application will be
submitted to the department and abrine /nitrogen interface test will be conducted on the
well/ well bore.
After you have had an opportunity to review the enclosed application material please
contact me if you have any questions at 607-321-8084.
Sincerely,

~~~~~~

Barry Moon
Manager Inergy Midstream LLC
Addendum February 26, 2010
Inergy Midstream has completed the long term brine pressure test on welt 58 along with
a MIT test witnessed by EPA contractor Jeffery Blair. In conjunction with this
conversion application for well 58 to a solution mining well, per departments request
Inergy midstream has determined to increase the capacity of well 58 for future LPG
storage from approximately
which is from the sonar (October 20, 2009)
from where the tubing is set to approximately
. The estimated future maa~
diameter is
at the bottom of the cavern and
at the top of the cavern. These
diameters are estimated and due to time constraints may not reach these distances.
Capacity of the cavern will be continuously calculated by monitoring the fresh water
injected and the brine produced with meters and specific gravity/ temperature ofthe Urine
produced. When complete Inergy will conduct a sonar on the cavern and conduct a
brine/nitrogen interface test before it is put in to LPG service.
Barry Moon

~~ ~ ~~

Manager I~nergy Midstream LLC
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